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Curatorial Text 

 

Western theories about beauty were perceived in the works of the early thinkers of ancient               

Greece, who linked their origin to objective discussions and descriptions. The classic            

concept of beauty passed through a punctual theoretical study, evaluated in a rational way. 

  

From the 16th century on, scholars, philosophers, thinkers and artists began to discuss a              

subjectivity in the concept of beauty, questioning its classic concept. 

Philosopher and historian David Hume (18th Century) was an important part of this process,              

stating in his studies that "beauty is not defined by the quality of the thing itself. It exists                  

merely in the mind of the beholder, and each mind perceives beauty differently. " 

  

In 1878, the writer Margaret Wolfe Hungeford popularized such a discussion by revisiting             

Hume's phrase, which gave rise to discussions between objectivity and the conceptual            

subjectivity of beauty, the core of philosophical issues. According to Hungeford, "beauty is in              

the eye of the beholder." 

The phrase, sometimes misinterpreted by some, reminds us of the complexity of this             

evaluation and the recognition of beauty related to its origin: the nature. 

We are aware of the need to revise our own values and our relationship with nature, to fully                  

understand the concept of beauty and to come to digest in a philosophical way that concept,                

also treated in a special way by the Arts. 

  

Since the 20th Century, similar to the concept of Art, the concept of beauty compels us to                 

analyze historical factors of humanity, of different cultures and times, of different visions and              

behaviors. As in Art, one of the most important details to consider is the interpretation of the                 

situationist aspects, initiated in the evolutionary process, challenging the classic theses. 
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The work of the artist Leopoldo Martins (1961), entitled Musas, proposes a dialogue             

between the two universes, that is, the objectivity and subjectivity of beauty, where             

technique and philosophy are translated through the aesthetic vision of an artist who knows              

the concept of space and dominates the material. 

  

During his long career, Martins was able to present through his art the beauty, first in the                 

form of feline animalis, passing harmoniously to the duty of the interpretation of the human               

beauty in its greater expression, the female body. 

  

The work, meticulously created in its materials and the artist personal relation to it,              

instigates us to recognize that beauty goes beyond the classical theoretical discussions and             

touches us in a human, intellectual and natural way. 

In each line and in every curve of Leopoldo Martins sculptures, there is a reason and a                 

thought, and there is a philosophical beauty intrinsic to the theoretical execution, which the              

artist has so easily mastered. 

  

Once again in an innovative series, Leopoldo Martins represents the curves of the female              

body in a poetic way, without portraying them vulgarly, instead, translating through his             

sculptures the movements, forces and gestures of those who feed us daily in a natural and                

harmonic manner. 

 

The Muses of Leopoldo Martins are beautiful women and companions, who give us the              

feeling of the relationship between the Art and the Sacred, as in the ancient works of art, but                  

in a contemporary contemplative reinterpretation of it. We find certainly harmony among            

artwork, observer, material and nature, which proves to us that beauty is something even              

higher than mere human theories. The work of the artist is a reflection of ourselves and it                 

urges us to return to the appreciation of nature as a way of inspiring our actions. 

  

With an international consolidated career, the artist Leopoldo Martins follows the same            

steps of those great Brazilian masters in the Arts. He uses research, knowledge and              
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wisdom, translating his work in an Universal language and fulfilling his role at the Brazilian               

Art History with so much delicacy, dignity, dedication and elegance. 

 

 

 

        Ricardo Fernandes, 2013 
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Concept 

Located in one of Shanghai's most elegant districts, the Jing'An Sculpture Park is already              

considered one of the most important sculpture parks of Asia for its high administrative and               

curatorial quality, among many other positive reasons.  

 

This year we are pleased to present Leopoldo Martins, the first Brazilian artist selected to               

the biennial event at Jing’An Sculpture Park. This selection came as a result of the               

collaboration between Ricardo Fernandes Gallery ( Paris, France) and Purple Roof Gallery            

(Shanghai, China), who worked together with the Chinese government and the event's            

curatorial team for this fifth edition. 

 

 
      Jing’An Sculpture Park 

  

The Shanghai Sculpture Biennale, seen in the image above, has already presented            

important artists from the international sculpture scene during previous editions, such as            

Belgians Jan Fabre and Wim Delvoyer, as well as Jaume Plensa (Spain), Byoungho Kim              

(South Korea), Niki de Saint Phalle (France), among others. All recognized by Museums             

and Institutions in the world as important names of the Contemporary Art scene.  
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The event takes place from September 18, 2018 to January 20, 2019 in China. 

 

In its fifth edition, the Shanghai Sculpture Biennale presents the world's sculptural universe             

and its diversity from a contemporary and historical point of view. The event, hosted for four                

long months in the park, opens the doors of the venue with a great ceremony organized by                 

the government, inviting many government commissions from all over China, as well as             

Museums, art critics, international curators and leading art collectors in the country and             

abroad. 

 

Leopoldo Martins will be showcasing 6 monumental works, all in bronze, chosen after much              

research by curator Ricardo Fernandes, engaged in a constant defense of Brazilian art             

internationally. Based in Paris, France, for more than 11 years, Ricardo Fernandes has             

done a meticulous work of selection.  

The artist will present five monumental works from his “Muses” series: Celestial, Dance,             

Huntress, Freedom and   

Woman Walking, beside one    

work of his celebrated series     

Felines, called Giant   

Walking Panther.  

In China, we can already     

visit the artist monumental    

works, one of them installed     

at the main public square of      

the city of Wuhan in Central      

China.  

 

His works are also part of prestigious private and institutional collections in the continent,              

being a respected artist in a market that has been growing exponentially in the last 20                

years.  
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At the same time, the new book of the artist, entitled Musas, as well as the catalog of the                   

exhibition, printed in limited edition for collectors, will be launched during the event. The              

artist will be present at the opening, scheduled for September, 2018. 

The Venue 
 

Located in the heart of Shanghai, Jing'an Sculpture Park was founded in October 2007 and               

is one of the largest parks of its kind in the region, a 2005 project of the Beijing Institute of                    

Architecture and Design (BIAD). This modern sculpture park features leisure and important            

exhibitions of Contemporary Art, having been named in its inauguration year as a national              

park, covering an area of 60,000 square meters and divided into areas like Entrance Plaza,               

Exhibition Gallery, Landscape Gallery and so on, having all important accommodations to            

be  considered the most complete open air and indoor Museum of China.  

The landscaping space of each area, incorporates series of sculptures of international            

contemporary artists, creating different visual effects, and, will be hosting in 2018 a series of               

the works of Brazilian artist Leopoldo Martins. 

 

Jing'an Sculpture Park   

is unique among   

China's parks, which   

combines the layout of    

sculptures and works of    

contemporary art,  

contemporary garden  

landscaping and  

scenery, as well as    

several other distinctive   

features, creating a perfect and abundant park environment in the heart of the city. 
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Landscaping, which includes hundreds of trees and thousands of flowers, is modified each             

season, from spring flowers to red and yellow autumn leaves, creating an environment of              

interactivity and abundance in each one of the four seasons. 
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The Artist  

Bio 

 

Sculptor Leopoldo Martins was born in 1961, in the city of Belo Horizonte, Brazil. 

  

Leopoldo Martins developed his refined drawing technique, perfecting himself during his           

graduation in Design, so fascinated until then, by the three-dimensional forms. 

From this passion, the artist expanded his researches and began to transform his drawings              

into graceful real objects, being also strongly influenced by his uncle Meschesse, founder of              

the Department of Sculptures of the Federal University of Minas Gerais and author of              

several monuments in the city during the 1960s. 

  

It was in the early 1990s that Leopoldo Martins met the important modernist sculptor Sonia               

Ebling, with whom he had the great opportunity to work as his apprentice and disciple in a                 

partnership that lasted 10 years. The artist, was always encouraged by the master.             

Leopoldo Martins' career got recognized and it encouraged him to embark on the market to               

dedicate himself to the art of sculpture. 

Accepting the challenge and from that time, Martins did not stop sculpting and developing              

works enriched with great aesthetic and good taste. From a detailed observation of nature              

and his great passion for wild animals, Leopoldo Martins developed the series intitled             

"Felines". 

The same series was exhibited at the National Museum of Fine Arts of Rio de Janeiro in                 

2003, together with his master Sonia Ebling. Thank to the great success of the exhibition               

the artist realized that he really managed to overcome the limits of his own challenges,               

leading his works to generate a feeling of harmony , emotion and strength in touch, in                

materials, in visual aesthetics. Such delicate and detailed work gave the artist great prestige              
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and recognition of his work in the market, always supported by his great master in the arts,                 

until her last days of life and the end of her important career. 

  

Today, his new series, "Muses", actually started late 1990s, has followed the same steps of               

development of his traditional works, with affection and dedication, confirming the great            

capacity of interpretation of the form and certainly drawing the attention of the work to major                

institutions and museums worldwide. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photo, Leopoldo Martins working on his      

atelier. Photographer Lucia Adverse 
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Curriculum Vitae 

 

Main Solo Exhibitions 

  

2015 

Musas, Nigra Shafo, São José do Rio Preto, Brazil 

Aqua - Cristal, Ponteio, Belo Horizonte, Brazil 

Animal Memory, Consulate General of France, São Paulo, Brazil 

  

2014 

Show Bolt, São Paulo, Brazil 

Squini Art, São Paulo, Brazil 

Sculptures Leopoldo Martins, Lisie Mallmann Gallery, Porto Alegre, Brazil 

Felinos, Ricardo Fernandes Gallery, Paris, France 

Yacht Club of Ilhabela Art Show, São Paulo, Brazil 

Leopoldo Martins at the Hípica de São Paulo Show, São Paulo, Brazil 

  

2013 

Muses at The State of Minas Gerais Government Palace, Belo Horizonte, Brazil 

Art Aspen, Wynwood Art Group, Aspen, USA 
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2012 

Cats, Ricardo Fernandes Gallery, Paris, France 

  

2011 

Xingu, Ricardo Fernandes Gallery, Paris, France 

The Enchanted Forest, Cloître des Billettes Cultural Center, Paris, France 

  

2010 

Leopoldo Martins, Inimá de Paula Art Museum (MIP BH), Belo Horizonte, Brazil 

  

2008 

Sculptures, Espacio Dart Gallery, Belo Horizonte, Brazil 

  

2006 

Felinos,  MTC Art Center, Belo Horizonte, Brazil 

  

2003 

Os Grandes Felinos, The National Fine Arts Museum of Rio de Janeiro, Brazil 
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Main Collective Exhibitions 

  

2017 

aestival 07 Contemporary Art Summer Show, Cloître des Billettes Art Center, Paris, France 

Zilda Fratelli Gallery, Curitiba, Brazil 

  

2016 

aestival 06 Contemporary Art Summer Show, Cloître des Billettes Art Center, Paris, France 

Zilda Fratelli Gallery, Curitiba, Brazil 

  

2015 

Galeria Art Mexico, Mexico City, Mexico 

  

2014 

Vianna Gallery, Boca Raton, USA 

Wynwood Art Group, Miami, USA 

Expoarte, Brasília, Brazil 

The Colors of Brazil - Johnson & Johnson, Paris, France 

 

2013 
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Art Walk Miami, Wynwood Gallery, Miami, USA 

Prime Art Selection, Ricardo Fernandes Gallery, Paris, France 

Collective Summer Exhibition, Ricardo Fernandes Gallery, Paris, France 

  

2012 

16th Shanghai International Art Exhibition, Shanghai, China 

Art Canton, Guangzhou, China 

Game of Arts, Chateau Bouffémont, Bouffémont, France 

  

2011 

15th Shanghai International Art Exhibition, Shanghai, China 

Cheminer d’arbre en arbre, Bagatelle Parc, Paris, France 

  

2010 

Guangzhou International Luxury Exhibition, Guangzhou, China 

14th Shanghai International Art Exhibition, Shanghai, China 

Pas si Bêtes, Peugeot Art Center, Paris, France 

Animal Art Exhibition, New York, USA 

1er Salon des Antiquaires et d’Art Contemporain, Paris, France 
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2009 

Felinos, S Nayla Gallery, London, UK 

Salon du Carrousel du Louvre, Paris, France 

L’Univers Brésilien, Everarts Gallery, Paris, France 

  

2007 

Leopoldo Martins and Humberto Nigi at Espaço D'art Gallery, Belo Horizonte, Brazil 

Esculturas e Objetos, Aide Art Gallery, Nova Lima, Brazil 

  

2004 

Sculpture by the Sea, Sidney, Australia 

  

2002 

Escultores Brasileiros MV Art Gallery, Belo Horizonte, Brazil 

  

2000 

Leopoldo Martins and Sonia Ebling - First Artworks, Brasília National Theater, Brasília, Brazil 

  

1985 

Leopoldo Martins and Eduard Steven, Anne Plumb Gallery, NY, USA 
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1984 

Leopoldo Martins and Rafael Morales, Warren and La Rosa, NY, USA 

  

Awards 

  

2010    Pas si Bêtes - Animal Art Exhibition, Artist of Honor at Peugeot Art Center, Paris, France 

2009    Académie des Arts Sciences et Lettres - Brazilian Contemp. Artists of The Year, Paris, France 

2006    Artist of Honor at Forma Sculpture Week at Mallmann Gallery, Porto Alegre, Brazil 

  

Main Galleries, Museums and Institutions Art Collections 

  

Arte Aplicada Gallery, São Paulo, Brazil 

DotArt Gallery, Belo Horizonte, Brazil 

Getty Museum, Los Angeles, USA 

Instituto Brennan, Recife, Brazil 

Itaú Cultural, São Paulo, Brazil 

Milú Vilela Collection, São Paulo, Brazil 

Gerdau Minas e Metais Museum (MM Gerdau), Belo Horizonte, Brazil 

National Fine Arts Museum of Rio de Janeiro (MNBA), Rio de Janeiro, Brazil 
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National Taiwan University of Arts Library, Taipei, Taiwan 

Pope Francis Collection at The State of Vatican City, Vatican City 

Ricardo Fernandes Gallery, Paris, France 

Sociedade Hípica de São Paulo, São Paulo, Brazil 

Wuhan Park of Central China, Wuhan, China 

Zilda Fraletti Gallery, Curitiba, Brazil 

  

Main Private Art Collections 

  

Andréa Bocelli, Roma, Italy 

Bruce Winter, New York, USA 

Carmen Merick Veiga, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil 

Chen Wugang, Taipei, Taiwan 

Fausto Silva (Faustão), São Paulo, Brazil 

Flávia Alessandra, São Paulo, Brazil 

Hebe Camargo, São Paulo, Brazil 

Gisele Bündchen, Los Angeles, USA 

Otaviano Costa, São Paulo, Brazil 

Ivete Sangalo, São Paulo, Brazil 

Joe Milton, Miami, USA 
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Paula Lima, São Paulo, Brazil 

Pascale Lismonde, Paris, France 

Richard Meyer, Miami, US 
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Critic Text 

 
              Portrait Photo, Lucia Adverse, 2015 

 

From Felines to Muses 

"When one asks Leopoldo Martins why he moved from the sculptures of felines to those of                

the muses, he evokes a natural path that would have propelled him from the animal               

universe to the feminine universe, marked by the sensuality of both. It is really evident: in                

the sculpture Walking II one can already perceive the "feline" character of his démarche. 

In addition, bronze is known for its sensual qualities, its particularly smooth surfaces that              

attract the touch. Among various advice to the students of his Academy, Matisse recalled              

how "the sculptor must feel, in the act of sculpting, the imperatives of volume and mass, for                 

sculpture must invite the viewer to hold it, as if it were an object" (1). This is a truly                   

irresistible drive before certain very smooth sculptures by Leopoldo Martins. 
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But it is important to emphasize this "natural path" that made it pass from the felines to the                  

women, because it seems that there is, there manifests, an archaic memory of the artistic               

creation. Just as in the history of mankind in general (and in the particular history of each                 

man) the four-legged animal state precedes erect posture, in the ancient parietal paintings             

the representation of animals also preceded the emergence of the human silhouette of the              

hunters. Conscious or not, Leopoldo Martins thus naturally inscribes the evolution of his             

work in the history of humanity and its older artistic expressions. " 

 

Extract from the Book "Musas" by Pascale Lismonde,  

translated by Ricardo Fernandes 
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General Information 

 

Exhibition Title: Shanghai Sculpture Biennale 2018 - JISP 

 

Artist: Leopoldo Martins 

 

Description: Fifth edition of the sculpture biennale, organized by the  

government of China Popular Republic.  

The artist Leopoldo Martins will present five artworks from the          

series Muses and one  artwork from the series Felines.  

Books from both series will be presented. 

 

Opening: September 18th, 2018 

 

Exhibition: September 18th, 2018 to January 20th, 2019 

 

Address: Jing An Diao Su Gong Yuan 

500 Bei Jing Xi Lu 

Jingan Qu,  

Shanghai Shi, China, 200085 

 

Information: www.ricardofernandes.biz 

 

Email: contact@ricardofernandes.biz 

 

Phone / WhatsApp: + 33 6 81 35 12 87 

 

WeChat: RFernandesGallery 
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Photos 

 

     Celestial. Photo Jomar Bragança  
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       Dance. Photo Jomar Bragança 
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           Liberty. Photo Jomar Bragança 
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     Walking Woman. Photo Jomar Bragança 
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        Giant Walking Panther. Photo Jomar Bragança 

 

All photos are copyrighted. 

 

For more information and photos in high definition, provided to duly accredited media,             

please kindly contact us via email at: contact@ricardofernandes.biz 
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